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Abstract
We address the value of rfid technology enabled information to manage perishables
in the context of a supplier that sells a random lifetime product subject to stochas-
tic demand and lost sales. The product's lifetime is largely determined by the time
and temperature history in the supply chain. We compare two information cases
to a Base case in which the product's time and temperature history is unknown
and therefore its shelf life is uncertain. In the rst information case, the time and
temperature history is known and therefore the remaining shelf life is also known at
the time of receipt. The second information case builds on the rst case such that
the supplier now has visibility up the supply chain to know the remaining shelf life
of inventory available for replenishment. We formulate these three dierent cases as
Markov decision processes, introduce well performing heuristics of more practical
relevance, and evaluate the value of information through an extensive simulation
using representative, real world supply chain parameters.
Keywords: perishable inventory, value of information, rfid, simulation.
11 Introduction
We place our research in the context of the grocery industry. There appears to be
both little doubt and little disagreement that ecient and eective management
of perishables continues to be a priority in the grocery industry and that this area
of management is ripe for improvement. Enter a simple search on the Internet
or glance through a recent trade publication like Supermarket News or Progressive
Grocer for quick and easy conrmation. Perishables not only represent a signi-
cant portion of supermarket sales, but serve as means for suppliers to distinguish
themselves from competitors. Perhaps most importantly, the quality, variety, and
availability of perishables have become the principal order winning criteria for con-
sumers (Axtman, 2006; Tortola, 2005). Suppliers have responded by dramatically
increasing the quantity and quality of their product oering in fresh items.
From an operational perspective, the growth in perishables creates additional
challenges for suppliers. Waste and spoilage are rampant and on the rise (Boyer,
2006; Tortola, 2005). Spoilage is a signicant component of total store shrink,
with estimates indicating that shrink costs an average supermarket approximately
$450,000 per year. While perishable departments account for only 30% of total
store sales, they contribute 56% to total store shrink (The National Supermarket
Research Group, 2003). These gures, however, do not address spoilage through-
out the supply chain, with some estimates indicating that as much as 10% of all
perishable goods (fresh produce and other food products) spoil in the supply chain
(Roberti, 2005).
Clearly, the problem for suppliers is how to maintain product availability with-
out spoilage. Adding to the problem is that a large majority of the fresh items,
and therefore the most perishable items, have random lifetimes. These random
lifetimes are largely the result of variability in the time it takes for the product to

ow through the supply chain, as well as, the product's temperature history (along
with other environmental factors like humidity, handling, and lighting). Since these
factors are generally unknown and highly variable, there is considerable uncertainty
with regard to the timing of product expiration. In turn, eective inventory man-
agement is challenging.
Recently, however, new technologies including rfid chips and data loggers, have
2been introduced to the marketplace that promise the ability to track the time and
temperature history (tth) of inventory as it moves through the supply chain so
that a variety of benets may be obtained. These include:
 accurate shelf life prediction,
 improved issuing policies from warehouses based on a rst to expire rst out
(fefo) policy, rather than a rst in rst out (fifo) policy,
 improved stock rotation based on current quality of the product rather than
sell by dates,
 identication of food safety issues and their correction,
 dynamic allocation of products based on shelf life so that soon to expire prod-
uct is distributed locally while longer shelf life products can be distributed to
more distant locations,
 lower supply uncertainty should enable improved replenishment decisions lead-
ing to higher prot.
Even so, the technology and its capability remains a largely untested promise
since there has been limited diusion of the technology. Indeed, there remains a
lack of understanding among both academics and practitioners regarding the value
of rfid technology to manage perishables or for that matter non-perishables as well.
Several publications discuss the potential benets of rfid (e.g., Gaukler and Siefert,
2007) for logistics, transportation, and warehousing through increased supply chain
visibility. Increased visibility will enable increased eciency, lower safety stocks,
and provide the same or better service. Yet, there is little discussion on specically
how these benets can be achieved nor are the benets quantied. As Lee and Ozer
(2007) state:
Most such claims are educated guesses at best and are not substanti-
ated...there is a huge credibility gap of the value of rfid, and that a
void exists in showing how the proclaimed values are arrived at, and how
those values can be realized.
We address the value of rfid technology enabled information (voi) to manage
perishables in the context of a supplier that sells a random lifetime product subject
3to stochastic demand and lost sales. We compare two information cases to a Base
case in which the product's tth is unknown. In the rst information case (rfid
case) the tth is known and therefore the remaining shelf life is also known at the
time of receipt. The second information case (Visibility case) builds on the rfid
case such that the supplier has visibility up the supply chain to know the remaining
shelf life of inventory available for replenishment.
We formulate these three dierent cases as Markov decision processes (mdps),
introduce well performing heuristics of more practical relevance, and evaluate the
voi through an extensive simulation using representative, real world supply chain
parameters. The voi is measured as the percentage reduction in average cost per
period obtained with information, relative to the Base case. Results indicate that
the voi enabled through the rfid case is generally modest with an average of 4.0%
across experiments, but runs as high as 14.3%. For the Visibility case, the voi
(relative to the rfid case) is considerably smaller with an average of 0.7% and
a maximum of 5.5%. Hence a supplier can generate signicant value from rfid
without supply chain visibility and therefore without the additional investment
needed for information sharing technology.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we position our
research with respect to the literature and in Section 3 we dene the model and
formulate the respective cases as mdps. Then, in section 4 we introduce and test
heuristic policies since the mdps are not practical and in Section 5 we report the
results of an extensive simulation study. Finally, we conclude our study in Section
6 and discuss future research directions.
2 Literature review
Our research intersects several streams of literature that includes value of infor-
mation, perishable inventory, cold chain management, food safety, temperature
monitoring, rfid, and shelf life prediction. These streams cut across a wide array
of disciplines that include agribusiness, computing technology, industrial engineer-
ing, technology management, food science, microbiology, and horticulture. From
this perspective, our study represents a multidisciplinary contribution to the lit-
erature that uniquely ties together multiple elds of research. Broadly, however,
4we can classify the related literature into three streams: (1) perishable inventory
management, (2) time and temperature monitoring, and (3) value of information.
Below we provide an overview of each stream using representative examples from
the literature and position our research with respect to them.
2.1 Perishable Inventory Management
A major distinction in the literature on perishable inventory systems is whether the
product has a xed or random lifetime. Much of the early work focuses on xed
lifetime problems under periodic review with seminal work by Nahmias (1975) and
Fries (1975) who were the rst to derive and evaluate optimal policies for perishable
products with lifetimes greater than two periods. The often referenced literature
review by Nahmias (1982) provides an excellent overview of this early work.
A preponderance of the work since then has shifted to the analysis of random
lifetime models under the assumption of continuous review and continuous decay,
the majority of which assume that the decay is exponential. Raafat (1991) provides
a review of the seminal and early work in this area and it was later followed up
by Goyal and Giri (2001). It is interesting to note that of the 372 contributions
referenced by the three literature reviews, plus those published since then, we are
aware of only one (Nahmias, 1977) that addresses a perishable product with random
lifetime that is subject to random demand and managed under periodic review.
These are the key assumptions of our model that make the research both novel and
relevant to practice.
Moreover, since we address the voi for a random lifetime product under peri-
odic review in which information essentially makes the lifetime deterministic, our
research intersects the two areas of xed and random lifetimes. However, because
we assume a periodic, discrete time model, the stochastic dynamic programming
formulations of the xed lifetime research are much more closely related. Indeed,
Nahmias (1977) which is the most closely related study to our own is a direct ex-
tension of Nahmias (1975) which introduces the xed lifetime case. He analyzes
the problem of a random lifetime product with stochastic demand, no xed order
cost, backlogged demand, and where orders outdate in the same sequence that they
enter stock. That is, an order in a later period will not expire prior to an order
5placed in an earlier period. Because of this latter assumption, fifo issuing is opti-
mal and he is able to prove certain properties, most notably convexity of the cost
minimizing objective function with respect to the order quantity. Our analysis here
diers considerably in that unsatised demand is lost, product may arrive already
expired, and orders may not outdate in sequence. Since outdating may be out of
sequence, information on the tth through rfid enables fefo issuing.
2.2 Time and Temperature Monitoring
Nunes et al. (2006) report that temperature is the characteristic of the distribution
environment that has the greatest impact on the storage life and safety of fresh
perishables. Eective temperature management is in fact the most important pro-
cedure for delaying product deterioration. The relation between shelf life (or Time
before Expiration) and temperature is studied extensively, e.g. by Doyle (1995)
and Taoukis et al. (1999).
There are a host of articles on temperature stability for perishable goods in
cold chains that examine product deterioration in various chains and then optimize
preservation activities using input/output analysis. See for example Bogataj et al.
(2005) who explore the tradeo between preservation cost and the reduction in
product deterioration, as well as the impact of potential time delays. They analyze
an n stage perishable supply chain and the state of the system is described by a set
of rst-order linear dierential-delay equations.
One would think that temperature is one factor that can be easily and promptly
controlled in the supply chain through refrigerated trucks and containers. Yet, a
glance at the literature shows that even in temperature controlled environments,
perishables are subject to time-temperature variability and that this has a direct
impact on product shelf life. Rodriguez-Bermejo et al. (2007) and Moureh and Flick
(2004) provide empirical measures of temperature variability for a set of containers.
These studies show that there are signicant temperature and air 
ow variance
within a truck or container that aect the remaining shelf life of products such that
even dierent units within the same transport vehicle will have dierent remaining
shelf lives. As Koutsoumanis et al. (2005) state:
Since in practice signicant deviations from specied conditions often
6occur, temperature monitoring and recording is a prerequisite for chain
control and any logistics management system that aims on product qual-
ity optimization at the consumer's end.
There has been signicant research in the use of time-temperature monitoring
to predict shelf life of perishables. One very common approach is to describe the
quality decay according to the law of Arrhenius for reaction kinetics. Taoukis et al.
(1999) demonstrates the accuracy and reliability of a predictive model of shelf life
for sh through time-temperature monitoring. Although the research stream that
develops predictive models for shelf life does not address how the information should
be used for inventory management. This latter research generally falls within the
stream on the voi.
2.3 Value of information
There are a few fairly recent contributions that provide literature reviews and tax-
onomies on the voi. Sahin and Robinson (2002) and Huang et al. (2003) are
representative examples and each provides a very broad overview of the literature
and uses its own classication scheme. Ketzenberg et al. (2007), in addition to
providing an extensive literature review, develops and tests a framework using the
collective studies on the voi in the literature. These literature reviews indicate that
a preponderance of research in this area focuses on the value of demand informa-
tion to improve supply chain performance. Bourland et al. (1996), Gavirneni et al.
(1999), and Moinzadeh (2002) are representative examples.
There are a few papers that explore the value of supply information. Some
of these consider cases where information such as available supplier capacity and
lead-time is shared forward in the supply chain so that customers can reduce sup-
ply uncertainty, e.g. Van der Duyn Schouten et al. (1994). Another form of supply
uncertainty arises in closed loop supply chains, where there may be uncertainty
with regard to the quantity, quality, and timing of product returns. Ferrer and
Ketzenberg (2004) evaluate the value of yield information in the context of reman-
ufacturing. Ketzenberg et al. (2006) later extends the literature by examining the
value of information to explain dierent sources of uncertainty that include de-
mand, returns, as well as remanufacturing yield. They observe that no one type of
7information dominates in terms of value and that it can be quite substantial, even
with imperfect information.
Product perishability represents another source of supply uncertainty. We are
aware of only a few studies that address the voi for a perishable product and
most of these are studies that compare the performance of dierent issuing policies
which are enabled by knowing a product's tth and include Dada and Thiesse
(2008), Koutsoumanis et al. (2005), and Taoukis et al. (1999). These contributions
do not formulate the optimal replenishment policies nor introduce well performing
heuristic policies of more practical relevance.
Ketzenberg and Ferguson (2008) is a more closely related study that evaluates
the voi in the context of a serial supply chain that supplies a product with a
xed lifetime and examines the case in which a retailer shares its demand and
inventory information with a supplier and another case in which full information
at both echelons is known to a centralized decision maker. Unlike the majority
of contributions where the voi and value of centralized control are often small in
the context of non-perishable serial supply chains, they show signicantly larger
benets due to the ability of the supplier to provide a fresher product.
In an earlier study, Ferguson and Ketzenberg (2006) examine the voi for a re-
tailer that sells a perishable product with a xed lifetime, although the remaining
lifetime may vary from replenishment to replenishment. On receipt the remain-
ing lifetime of replenishment is known, corresponding closely with our own rfid
information case. They evaluate the value of knowing the remaining lifetime of
available replenishment prior to placing an order with a supplier. This information
case corresponds closely with our Visibility case. The principal dierences between
their research and ours is that in our research a) product lifetimes are inherently
random, b) product lifetimes are aected by the tth of the product, c) there are
no batch ordering restrictions on replenishment.
Collectively, we draw upon the three broadly dened streams of research: per-
ishable inventory management, time and temperature history monitoring, and value
of information to introduce and test new inventory policies that are then used in
evaluating the voi for a product with random lifetime. In the next section we
introduce our model.
83 Model
The general setting involves a supplier that sells a single perishable product to
retailers. The product lifetime is random, although it has a maximum shelf life of
M periods. We assume the product has constant utility throughout its shelf life
and once the product expires, it is discarded (outdated) at a cost per unit c. The
operational decision of interest is the quantity of new product qt to order in period
t.
The order of events each period is (i) place replenishment order if necessary, (ii)
realize demand, (iii) receive replenishment and (iv) outdate any expired units from
inventory. Demand is discrete, stochastic, and stationary over time, with mean d,
probability mass function (pmf) (), coecient of variation Cd, and let dt denote
its realization. Unsatised demand is lost and we assume a penalty p for each unit
of lost sales. A holding cost h is assessed on ending inventory. To keep the problem
tractable we assume a perfectly reliable source of supply (no shortages) and that
any replenishment ordered in the beginning of a period arrives at the end of that
same period.
Since the product is perishable, inventory may be composed of units with dif-
ferent shelf lives. We refer to the number of periods x elapsed since replenishment
arrives as the inventory age class where x = 0;1;:::;M and the special case of age
class 0 refers to newly arrived replenishment that has not yet been placed in inven-
tory. Let ix;t denote the age class of beginning inventory with~ it = (i1;t;i2;t;:::;iM;t)
and dene It =
PM
x=1 ix;t.
We assume all units of the same age class (those units ordered and received
together) expire at the same time, although the timing itself is random. Further-
more, it is possible for a product that has spent a short time in inventory to expire
prior to a product that has spent a longer time in inventory. Note that even new
replenishments qt, which corresponds to age class 0, may arrive already expired, in
which case they are immediately outdated. However, we assume that the supplier
is credited in such cases so that there is no outdating cost applied to already ex-
pired product. All other units that expire incur an outdating cost c per unit. Let
g(x) denote the probability that all inventory in age class x expires at the end of a
period. Given a maximum lifetime of M periods, then g(M) = 1. Next, we derive
9g(x) for all 0  x  M   1. Letting  (x) and 	(x) denote the pmf and cdf for
the shelf life remaining, measured as the number of periods until the inventory is
outdated, and assuming the shelf life of replenishment is i.i.d. over time, then
g(x) =
8
> > > <
> > > :
 (x) x = 0
 (x)
1 	(x 1) x > 0
For ease of exposition, let z+  max(z;0). Finally, let wx;t, ~ wt = (w0;t;w1;t;:::;wM;t),
and Wt =
PM
x=0 wx;t denote the realization of expired product where
wx;t =
8
> > > <
> > > :
[ix;t   (dt  
PM
j=x+1 ij;t)+]+ 1  x  M
qt x > 0
occurs with probability g(x) and wx;t = 0 occurs with probability 1   g(x).
Finally, let (~ wt) denote the joint pmf for outdating across all age classes in a
period.
3.1 Base Case Optimization
We formulate the replenishment problem as an mdp where the objective is to nd
the supplier's optimal reorder policy so that its average per period expected cost
is minimized. The linkage between periods is captured through the one period
transfer function of the supplier's age dependent inventory. Starting inventory ~ it
depends on the prior period's starting inventory ~ it 1, demand dt 1, replenishment
qt 1, and outdating ~ wt 1. Letting (it 1;dt 1;qt 1;wt 1) denote the one period




> > > <
> > > :
[ix 1;t 1   (dt 1  
PM
j=x ij;t 1)+]+   wx;t 1 1 < x  M
qt 1   w0;t 1 x = 1
From here forward, we suppress the subscript t when the context is clear. Given
the vector of starting inventory~ i and an order quantity q, the innite horizon cost-
to-go, if future periods behave optimally, is f(~ i). As is the custom in average cost
dynamic programming models, we use  c to denote the equivalent average cost per
period when an optimal policy is used. Let the superscript B represent the Base
10case which assumes that rfid information is not available. We can explicitly write
the innite horizon recursion as










[h(I + q   max(d;W   w0)+ + c(W   w0) + fB((~ i;d;q; ~ w))](~ w)(d)
The left hand side of equation (1) denotes an extremal equation that is dened
by the state space which comprises the vector of age dependent starting inventory.
The right hand side computes expected total cost which includes the penalty cost
for lost sales, holding cost for ending inventory, the cost of outdated inventory,
and future expected cost. Note that future expected cost is predicated on the
realizations of both outdating and demand. The decision space for q is restricted
to the set of non-negative integer values. Since the state and decision spaces are
discrete and nite and the cost is bounded, there exists an optimal stationary policy
that does not randomize (Putterman, 1994, pages 102-111).
3.2 RFID Case Optimization
With rfid the supplier knows the time{temperature history for replenishment and
therefore the remaining shelf life as well. Hence, while there remains uncertainty
with regard to the shelf life of available supply when an order is placed, there is
no uncertainty regarding the timing of product expiration once replenishment is
received. In this case, we change the interpretation of our state variable ~ i to keep
track of remaining shelf life, as opposed to the elapsed days on the shelf in the Base
case. Formally, let ix now denote the quantity of on-hand beginning inventory with
a remaining shelf life of x periods where 1  x  M. The product is now issued on
a fefo basis. Letting a, 0  a  M denote the remaining lifetime of replenishment
in the current period, then the one period transfer function for starting inventory
is now given by ~ it = (it 1;dt 1;qt 1;at 1) where
ix;t =
8
> > > <
> > > :
[ix+1;t 1   (dt 1  
Px
j=1 ij;t 1)+]+ x 6= at 1
[ix+1;t 1   (dt 1  
Px
j=1 ij;t 1)+]+ + qt 1 x = at 1
11Note that the only uncertainty with respect to product expiration is with regard
to current period demand and replenishment. If a = 0, then (i1   d)+ + q units
outdate, otherwise only (i1   d)+ units outdate.
Just as in the Base case, we formulate the rfid replenishment problem as an
mdp where the objective is to nd the supplier's optimal reorder policy so that
its average per period expected cost is minimized. Let the superscript R represent
the rfid enabled information case. We can explicitly write the innite horizon
recursion as





(d   I)+(d)+ (2)
X
d






The state and decision spaces remain the same in equation (2) as they are in
equation (1). The expectation of cost on the right hand side of the equation is
now taken with respect to demand and the remaining shelf life of replenishment.
Any inventory with a shelf life remaining of one period that are not used to satisfy
demand expire and are outdated, as well as any newly arrived replenishment that
have already expired (a = 0).
3.3 Visibility Case Optimization
In this case, the supplier has visibility into the inventory status of upstream supply
so that it knows the remaining shelf life of replenishment a, prior to placing an order.
Here, we expand the state space to include this additional information. Letting the
superscript V denote the information case with visibility, the formulation for the
innite recursion is now





(d   I)+(d)+ (3)
X
d






The formulation of equation (3) follows the approach taken by Ferguson and
Ketzenberg (2006) who also model a retailer that has visibility into the remaining
shelf life of a replenishment order. Note that while at is known with respect to any
12order placed in the current period, this information is not known for subsequent pe-
riods. Hence, the state transition probability from state (~ it;at) to state (~ it+1;at+1)
is predicated on both  () and () just as it is in the other cases.
4 Heuristics
In this section, we introduce and test the performance of heuristic policies. The
policies introduced in the previous section are impractical to implement for many
realistically sized problems given that the size of the state space expands exponen-
tially with the age dependent vector of inventory. Hence, we provide heuristics that
enable a broad evaluation on the voi and that are more relevant to practice. Below,
we rst dene our heuristic policies for each information case and then demonstrate
their excellent performance relative to optimal policies. In Section 5, we proceed
with an analysis on the voi.
The structure of the heuristic policies is predicated on a balance between sim-
plicity and performance. Since a retailer can place an order each day, without batch
ordering restrictions or a xed order cost, and doing so with an eective one period
lead-time, our heuristics represent myopic policies where the order decision rests
principally on whether sucient stock exists in the current period that will carry
over and minimize the next period's expected penalty and holding costs (if so, the
decision is delayed to the next period). We use the term principally because there
are two additional costs to be considered. The rst relates to the cost of product
outdating and the second relates to receiving replenishment that has already ex-
pired. The latter cost requires the supplier to carry inventory as a hedge for such
occurrences, so long as it is cost eective to do so. We begin by dening the Base
case heuristic.
4.1 Base Case Heuristic
The Base case heuristic comprises four cost components:
1. the cost of holding additional inventory purchased in the current period used
to satisfy demand in the next period,
2. next period expected penalty and holding cost,
133. next period expected outdating cost, and
4. the penalty cost for unsatised demand should a replenishment arrive expired.
The objective is to make a replenishment decision that minimizes the sum of
these four cost components. The rst cost component is slightly complicated by
the possibility of receiving already expired product. The corresponding holding
cost expression is given by h(q   w0). The second cost component is captured by
the one period loss function L(~ i) where
L(~ i) = p
X
d





(I   max(d;W))+(~ w)(d)
The third component, denoted by O(~ i), is simply a one period expectation of
product outdating cost, given starting inventory ~ i where





(W   w0)(~ w)(d)
While current period purchases may have an impact on the cost of product
outdating beyond the one period, to account for it would be onerous.
The nal cost component is designed to accommodate the realization of receiving
already expired product in a period. In this case, demand can only be met with
carried over inventory. The expected one period penalty costs that arise strictly





If no useable replenishment arrives in the current period, then next period
penalty costs are predicated on carried over inventory from the current period and
that quantity is dependent upon current period demand and product outdating.
Let N(~ i) denote the expected penalty costs that arise in the next period, given






P(I   max(d;W))+(~ w)(d) (4)
Now, this last cost component occurs only a fraction of the time, corresponding
to the fraction of periods in which already expired product arrives. Hence, we
do not fully load the cost associated with equation (4) into our heuristic's cost
14minimizing objective function. Instead, we weight the expression by a constant
factor , 0    1. Although  is unknown, it can readily be found through a
simple numerical search between its bounds. Letting the superscript HB denote
the base case heuristic, the cost minimizing objective function is given by fHB(~ i)
where









(L((~ i;d;q; ~ w)) + O((~ i;d;q; ~ w)) + N((~ i;d;q; ~ w))(~ w)(d)
Note that the four terms on the right hand side of equation (5) correspond to
each of the four cost components that have been dened and that the expectation
of these costs is taken with respect to both demand and outdating. Each of the
two information heuristics conform to the same structure as the Base case heuris-
tic, although minor changes are made to accommodate the additional information
available in each case, as we describe below.
4.2 RFID Case Heuristic
With rfid enabled information, the remaining shelf life of replenishment is known
and this information is incorporated into the heuristic. In essence, the timing of
product expiration is no longer uncertain, once replenishment is received. Product
outdating only remains stochastic with respect to the uncertainty of demand. Each
of the four cost components introduced with the Base case heuristic require mod-
ications. First, the holding cost on replenishment carried into the next period is
now given by h  j(q;a) where
j(q;a) =
8
> > > <
> > > :
q a > 0
0 a = 0
The one period loss function is also changed. Here we have
L(~ i) = p
X
d




Since the timing of product expiration is no longer stochastic, the outdating
cost expression is greatly simplied. Moreover, because inventory is issued on a
15fefo basis and the expiration date is known on receipt, any replenishment decision
will no longer impact the outdating of on-hand inventory. Here our expectation of
the outdating cost O(~ i) becomes
O(q + ia;a) = c
q+ia 1 X
d=0
(q + ia   d)+a(d)
where a(d) denotes the a-fold convolution of demand.
Finally, the expectation for the next period penalty cost given that demand can





Now, letting the superscript HR denote the rfid case heuristic policy, the ob-
jective function is given by fHR(~ i) where









(L((~ i;d;q;a)) + O((~ i;d;q;a)) + N((~ i;d;q;a))(d) (a)
4.3 Visibility Case Heuristic
In essence, the Visibility case heuristic is a simple, direct extension of the rfid
case. Here, there is now no uncertainty with respect to the remaining lifetime of
replenishment in the current period. The only remaining uncertainties lie with
demand and the remaining lifetime of replenishment in future periods. Letting the
superscript HV denote the Visibility case heuristic, the objective function is given
by fHV (~ i;a) where
fHV (~ i;a) +  c = min
q0
h  j(q;a)(d)+ (7)
X
d
(L((~ i;d;q;a)) + O((~ i;d;q;a)) + N((~ i;d;q;a))(d)
Note that in equation (7), since the remaining shelf life of replenishment is
known for the current period, it is moved to the state space on the left hand side
of the equation and its expectation on the right hand side has been removed (as
compared to equation (6)). There are no other dierences between equations (7)
and (6).
164.4 Validation of heuristic performance
We test the heuristics by comparing their performance to optimality for a variety of
scenarios. Demand () corresponds to a truncated negative binomial distribution
with mean demand of ve and a maximum value of 50 (the insignicant probabili-
ties for values exceeding 50 are nevertheless redistributed proportionately within the
truncated limit of the distribution), see Agrawal and Smith (1996) regarding the ad-
vantages of assuming negative binomial distributions for demand. For our computa-
tional study, we evaluate maximum product lifetimes of M 2 (2;3;4), although the
realized lifetime varies according to  (). We explore both uniform and bell shaped
distributions. In the case of uniformly distributed lifetimes,  (x) = 1=(M + 1) for
all x. For bell shaped distributions, we use the distributions specied in Table 1
for each M.
The holding cost is xed at one across all experiments and we consider a set of
experiments that comprise a factorial design for all combinations of the following
parameter values: c 2 (0;1;2;4), p 2 (7:5;15;25), and Cd 2 (0:45;0:55;0:65).
We do not propose the values chosen for our test are relevant to practice. Rather
the selection of values is chosen to test the robustness of the heuristics over widely
varying operating cost environments. Moreover, our choice of parameter values for
testing is constrained by the computational feasibility of the mdps, our principal
motivation for developing the heuristics in the rst place.
M  (0)  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)
2 0.25 0.75 0.25
3 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.17
4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1
Table 1: Bell shaped age distribution
We duplicate the factorial design for each M and  (). Hence, there are a total
of 216 experiments in our test. For each experiment and heuristic policy, we conduct
an exhaustive search for the value of  that minimizes the corresponding objective
function, but limit precision to 0.01. We use value iteration to compute the average
expected cost for the respective optimal and heuristic policies. We measure the
17performance of each heuristic policy as the percentage dierence in expected cost,
relative to the corresponding optimal policy.
Overall, the heuristics are extremely well performing. The Base case heuristic
achieves, on average, an expected cost that is 0.1% of optimal and the worst case
cost is 0.8% of optimal. The rfid case and Visibility case heuristics demonstrate
similar performance with average expected costs that are, respectively, 0.3% of
optimal and 0.7% of optimal, with worst case costs being 1.4% and 2.5% of optimal.
In a second test, we compare the voi achieved with the heuristics to that of the
optimal policies. The voi is measured as the % improvement in expected cost
achieved with information. With two information cases, there are three dierent
measures for the voi: the rfid case relative to the Base case, the Visibility case,
relative to the rfid case, and the Visibility case relative to the Base case. Let B,
R, and V respectively denote the average expected cost for the Base, rfid, and












We compare the voi between heuristic and optimal policies in Table 2 across per-
centiles of the test cases which are ordered from lowest to highest voi. For example,
at the 0.50 (median) percentile, the heuristic voi for the rfid case relative to the
Base case is 4.3% and the corresponding optimal voi is 4.4%. Note that across all
percentiles, the heuristic voi is ordered very closely to the optimal voi.
In addition, a thorough comparison of the heuristic voi to the optimal voi,
across all parametric settings, demonstrates the same qualitative relationships.
From the basis of these tests and comparisons, we consider the heuristic policies
to be well suited for our purposes and provide in the next section an extensive
evaluation of the voi using simulation.
5 Simulation Study
In this section, we report on a simulation study that evaluates the voi using the
heuristic policies dened in Section 4. We rst detail the simulation procedures and
experimental design, then report our principal results and general observations. We
18Heuristic voi Optimal voi
Percentile B/R R/V B/V B/R R/V B/V
0.0 0.0% 0.0 % 1.4% 0.6 % 0.0% 1.5%
0.05 1.0% 0.3% 2.3% 1.1% 0.4% 2.6%
0.10 1.2% 0.6% 2.7% 1.4% 0.6% 3.1%
0.25 1.7% 1.1% 3.8% 1.8% 1.4% 4.2%
0.50 4.3% 2.0% 6.6% 4.4% 2.6% 7.0%
0.75 6.9% 3.4% 9.5% 7.0% 4.0% 10.3%
0.90 9.3% 5.0% 12.1% 9.4% 5.5% 12.7%
0.95 10.0% 5.7% 13.5% 10.7% 6.5% 14.5%
1.00 12.7% 7.8% 19.6% 12.6% 7.7% 19.4%
Table 2: Comparison of heuristic and optimal voi
conclude with a sensitivity analysis as well as a cost assessment of supply chain time
and temperature changes.
5.1 Simulation model and procedures
Most supply chains that support and facilitate the distribution of perishable prod-
ucts are broadly split into two parts. The rst part, referred to here as the ambient
chain, involves all the processing, handling, and transportation of product prior to
entering the cool chain which is the second part of the supply chain. The ambient
chain is not temperature controlled, while the cool chain is temperature controlled.
Common examples are agricultural products, like fruit and vegetables that enter
the ambient chain at the time of harvest, which then wait to be transported to a
distribution point, where they are loaded onto refrigerated trucks headed to market.
Temperature control, at "cool" temperatures inhibits the growth of microbiological
agents that cause product decay and hence extends product shelf life. Eective
and ecient supply chain practices are designed to minimize product exposure in
the ambient chain, but generally such time cannot be eliminated altogether. Even
in the cool chain, temperature control is not absolute; numerous scientic studies
(e.g., Koutsoumanis et al., 2005) have demonstrated variations in temperature such
19that even product within the same vessel (e.g. refrigerated truck, container, etc.)
may have dierent remaining shelf lives once they make it to market.
Time and temperature variability, in both ambient and cool chains, impacts
product freshness and the corresponding uncertainty regarding product exposure
makes shelf life prediction challenging. The promise of time-temperature monitor-
ing through rfid and similar technologies, is accurate prediction through knowledge
of the complete time and temperature history. The method for translating such his-
tories into accurate shelf life predictions remains to be dened here. In the scientic
literature there are several models (Tijskens and Polderdijk, 1996), most predicated
on the Arrhenious law dating back to Chang (1981). An altogether dierent model
has been developed specically for fresh sh through years of research at CSIRO,
Division of Food research, Hobart, Australia (Doyle, 1995). Because of its sim-
plicity and demonstrated accuracy for a large number of sh species (Ronsivalli
and Charm, 1975; Bremner, 1984; Bremner et al., 1987), we adopt this predictive
model for our study and describe it below. We note that virtually any other model
in which shelf life prediction is based on the time temperature history of a product
may be substituted in its stead.
Shelf life prediction of fresh sh is based on a simple formula that accurately
predicts the growth rate of spoilage bacteria and deterioration rate of muscle food
between temperatures of  2C and 20C (28:4F and 68F) (Olley and Ratkowsky,
1973; Ratkowsky et al., 1982, 1983). The model links the spoilage rate r to a given
temperature , relative to the spoilage rate at 0C (on ice) and is given by
r = (0:1 + 1)2 (8)
If sh is stored at 0C, then r is 1. Suppose however that  = 4. Then
r = (0:1(4) + 1)2 = 1:96. Therefore, the rate of spoilage for sh stored at 4C
is nearly twice that of sh stored at 0C. Thus, if the total shelf life of a species
of sh held in ice from the time of catching is known, and the complete time
temperature history is known, then the remaining shelf life can be readily calculated.
As an example consider a shipment of sh stored on a boat at 10C for one day
and then enters the cool chain for three days at 2C. If the maximum shelf life
on ice is 10 days (e.g. king salmon, sablesh) then the remaining shelf life is
10   (0:1(10) + 1)2   (0:1(2) + 1)2 = 4:6 days. Since we assume that partial days
20are infeasible, all shelf life values are rounded down to the nearest integer.
To evaluate the voi, we simulate the transportation of fresh sh in a two part
supply chain (ambient and cool) to derive the remaining shelf life of product avail-
able for purchase by the supplier. Further, we assume that both time and temper-
ature are normally distributed random variables in each part of the supply chain
and we generate age distributions  () through 1,500 simulations (realizations of the
random variables). That is, we estimate  () with the resulting 1,500 realization of
product shelf life and these are then subsequently used in an inventory simulation
from which performance of the Base, rfid, and Visibility cases can be compared.
We developed a simulation program using the pascal programming language
to simulate the inventory performance for each information case. Each experiment
is simulated for 2,100 periods and replicated 30 times. The rst 100 periods of each
replication are set aside as the simulation warm-up period so that statistics are
calculated for 2,000 periods in each replication. The warm-up period was chosen
for convenience, yet larger than the number of days necessary for the system to
exhibit steady-state behavior. In each replication, the random number streams
across all experiments are identical in order to reduce the sampling error. The
estimated standard error for the expected average period cost, using each heuristic,
averages 0.6% of its mean value, and has a maximum error of 1.6%. Thus, we are
over 99% condent that the true voi in each experiment falls within 5.3% of the
reported value.
We conducted another test of the simulation program by duplicating the set of
experiments used to test the heuristics. In Table 3 we compare the simulated voi to
the optimal voi, just as we compared the heuristic voi to the optimal voi in Table 2.
Considering that the simulated voi is obtained using the heuristics and the optimal
voi is obtained exactly using the MDPs, the comparisons in Table 3 demonstrate
that the simulation provides very accurate assessments for each measure of the voi.
5.2 Experimental design
The study comprises a base set of 27 experiments that is replicated to explore
model sensitivity to additional parameters values. The base set of experiments
corresponds to a factorial design of the following parameter values: c 2 (0;2;4),
21Simulated voi Optimal voi
Percentile B/R R/V B/V B/R R/V B/V
0.00 0.4% 0.0% 0.9% 0.6% 0.0% 1.5%
0.05 0.8% 0.3% 1.9% 1.1% 0.4% 2.6%
0.10 0.9% 0.6% 2.6% 1.4% 0.6% 3.1%
0.25 1.2% 1.2% 4.1% 1.8% 1.4% 4.2%
0.50 4.8% 2.3% 7.2% 4.4% 2.6% 7.0%
0.75 8.1% 3.4% 10.6% 7.0% 4.0% 10.3%
0.90 10.9% 4.6% 12.9% 9.4% 5.5% 12.7%
0.95 12.0% 5.3% 14.6% 10.7% 6.5% 14.5%
1.00 14.1% 7.0% 19.7% 12.6% 7.7% 19.4%
Table 3: Comparison of heuristic and optimal voi
p 2 (7:5;15;30), and Cd 2 (0:45;0:65;0:85). Across experiments, d = 5 and
h = 1:0. The maximum product shelf life is 10 days and the supply chain time (in
hours) and temperature (in centigrade) parameters are specied in Table 4.
Time Temperature
Mean Std. Deviation Mean Std. Deviation
Ambient Chain 18 3 10 3
Cool Chain 36 6 2 1
Table 4: Supply chain time and temperature settings
The selected parameter values for time, temperature, and shelf life are commonly
observed in supply chains and thus allow an assessment of the voi relevant to
practice. The cost parameters are designed to provide a range over which we can
identify the determinants and sensitivity of the voi. We further explore model
sensitivity with regard to the time and temperature parameters using a one-at-a-
time approach. That is, the full set of 27 base experiments is replicated, except
one parameter (value) is changed. The additional values we explore are specied
in Table 5. In total, there are 891 numerical examples through which we evaluate
22the voi.
Time Temperature
Mean Std. Deviation Mean Std. Deviation
Ambient Chain 10,14,22,26 1,2,4,5 8,9,10,11,12 1,2,4,5
Cool Chain 20,28,44,52 2,4,6,8,10 0,1,3,4 0.25, 0.5, 1.5, 2.0
Table 5: Additional experimental time and temperature parameter values
5.3 General observations and results
In Table 6, we report the voi for each type of information at given percentiles of the
891 experiments. For example, the 0.50 percentile denotes the median values. From
this table, two observations emerge: 1) rfid information can be quite valuable and
supply chain visibility provides marginal incremental value, and 2) the range of voi
shows demonstrable sensitivity to model parameters that depend largely on system
behavior as we discuss for each case below.
Value of Information
Percentile B/R R/V B/V
0.00 -0.4% -0.2% - 0.1%
0.05 0.6% 0.0% 0.8%
0.10 1.2% 0.1% 1.5%
0.25 2.3% 0.4% 3.1%
0.50 4.0% 0.7% 5.1%
0.75 6.8% 1.6% 8.2%
0.90 9.7 % 2.7% 11.2%
0.95 11.3% 3.5% 12.8%
1.00 14.3% 5.5% 17.6%
Table 6: Summary of results
In general, information reduces uncertainty with respect to product outdating
such that more inventory can be held to satisfy a higher level of demand, while
23simultaneously decreasing spoilage. Relative to the Base case, we nd that, on
average, lost sales decreases 12.4%, as outdating decreases 12.6% in the rfid case.
In the Visibility case, the improvements are smaller since they are incremental to the
rfid case. On average, lost sales decrease another 3.9% and unit outdating another
5.0%. Overall, the largest cost reductions occur when lost sales are signicantly
reduced. Consider that when the voi is greater than the average of 4.8% across
experiments, lost sales are reduced by an average of 20.2% compared to 7.0% when
the voi is less than the average. Comparatively, the relationship of voi with respect
to outdating is the reverse. That is, when the voi is high, outdating is reduced by
a lower amount (10.8%) than when the voi is low (13.8%).
Overall, there is a pronounced concave relationship between the voi and the
product shelf life at the supplier. While the maximum product lifetime is 10 days
for our experiments, the product shelf life varies from zero to seven days, depending
on the time and temperature conditions in the supply chain. The voi is largest
at intermediate values (moderate perishability) of product shelf life. In Figure 1,
we illustrate this relationship, showing the voi as a function of the mean eective
shelf life (life remaining after receipt) at the supplier. We have inserted polynomial
tted trend lines to highlight the relationship. This relationship is best understood
in the context of extreme examples. With extremely short product lifetimes of a
day or less, information provides little value since it will not meaningfully change
the supplier's behavior. That is, the lifetime is always short, so there is also very
little uncertainty with respect to product outdating. At the other extreme, with
long product lifetimes, the product essentially becomes non-perishable and outdat-
ing is eliminated - even without information. Hence, there is also no uncertainty
with regard to the timing of spoilage and the value of information is insignicant.
We extend our evaluation on the voi through a sensitivity analysis in the next
paragraph.
5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
Table 7 summarizes our sensitivity analysis for parameters other than supply chain
time and temperature, and shows that the voi increases with respect to the CV of
demand, penalty cost, and outdating cost.
24Figure 1: voi as a function of mean lifetime (left) and lifetime coecient
The relationship between cost and the voi is intuitive. Higher system costs cor-
respond to a higher cost of product perishability and hence information that reduces
the uncertainty with respect to spoilage is valuable. The relationship between the
voi and Demand CV is less clear. Higher demand uncertainty also leads to higher
system costs. Information used in this context will also reduce uncertainty, but
only with respect to spoilage. As demand uncertainty increases, the proportion of
total uncertainty represented by spoilage decreases and hence information will only
reduce a smaller proportion of total cost.
The remaining parameters relate to supply chain time and temperature. It is
clear from equation (8) and our general knowledge of spoilage that product shelf
life decreases with respect to both the time that a product resides in the supply
chain as well as the temperature. Similarly, variability in both time and temper-
ature also decrease expected shelf life. Further, our analysis shows that the voi
depends largely on shelf life itself and that it is most valuable at moderate levels
of perishability (intermediate values of shelf life). Hence, there is little to conclude
directly between the time temperature parameters and the voi directly. Even so,
in Figure 2, we characterize the relationship between mean shelf life and average
period total cost that arises from our simulations.
As we would expect, the relationship between cost and shelf life is not linear,
but rather costs increase at an increasing rate as the mean shelf life decreases. We
can further quantify the relationship by performing a simple linear regression, after
taking the natural logarithms of both independent and dependent variables and
25Value of Information
Parameter Value B/R R/V B/V
0.45 5.7% 1.4% 7.0%
Demand CV 0.65 4.7% 1.1% 5.8%
0.85 3.9% 0.9% 4.8%
7.5 2.6% 1.0% 3.6%
Penalty Cost 15 4.6% 1.1% 5.7%
30 7.3% 1.2% 8.4%
0 4.5% 0.5% 5.0%
Outdating Cost 2 4.8% 1.0% 5.8%
4 5.1% 1.9% 6.8%
Table 7: Sensitivity analysis
thereby t the model:
ln(cost) = b0 + b1ln(shel
ife) (9)
The resulting line t is very good with an R2 of 0.934, with b0 = 3:439 and
b1 =  0:638. Hence, if we can quantify the relationships between the supply chain
time and temperature variables and shelf life, we can also extend our analysis
by estimating the relationship between time and temperature and cost. Doing
so will allow us to evaluate the cost impact of changes in supply chain time and
Figure 2: Relationship between shelf life and average cost in the base case
26temperature. To extend our analysis in this direction, we ran an additional set of
512 time and temperature simulations, corresponding to a factorial design of the
values presented in Table 8 along with values of 8 and 10 for the maximum shelf
life.
Time Temperature
Mean Std. Deviation Mean Std. Deviation
Ambient Chain 14,18 1,2 8,10 1,2
Cool Chain 32, 40 1, 2 0,2 0.5, 1
Table 8: Shelf life simulation parameters
The results of the 512 simulations were then used in a model to estimate the
relationship between mean shelf life and the time, temperature, and maximum
lifetime parameters:
Shel
ife = b0 + b1ATempM + b2ATempS + b3ATimeM + b4ATimeS (10)
+b5CTempM + b6CTempS + b7CTimeM + b8CTimeS + b9MaxLife
In equation (10) we use a variable naming convention where the prex A denotes
'Ambient', the prex C denotes 'Cool', the sux M denotes 'Mean' and the sux
S denotes 'Standard Deviation.' Hence, the variable name ATempS refers to the
standard deviation of the ambient chain temperature. We t the model expressed in
equation (10) using least-squares regression and obtain an excellent t as indicated
by an R2 of 0.996 with estimated coecients as reported in Table 9.
The estimated models expressed in equations (9) and (10) can jointly be used
to evaluate the cost impact of changes in the supply chain time and temperature
variables. As a managerial tool, such estimates provide a means for assessing the
benet from making supply chain improvements such as reducing temperature vari-
ability or lead times. For example, an investment in cooling technology may enable
a more consistent temperature thereby reducing the standard deviation of the tem-
perature in the cool chain. Taking this example further, consider a supply chain
where supply chain time and temperature variables are as presented in Table 4.
Then the estimated mean shelf life for the supplier is 2.62 days with an average
27Variable Coecient Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 3.095 0.06 51.5 0.0000
ATempM -0.292 0.00 -90.1 0.0000
ATempS -0.241 0.01 -37.2 0.0000
ATimeM -0.172 0.00 -106.0 0.0000
ATimeS -0.131 0.01 -20.2 0.0000
CTempM -0.361 0.00 -111.5 0.0000
CTempS -0.303 0.01 -23.4 0.0000
CTimeM -0.057 0.00 -70.8 0.0000
CTimeS -0.045 0.01 -7.0 0.0000
MaxLife 1.000 0.00 308.8 0.0000
Table 9: Estimates for the coecients in equation (10)
daily cost of $16.87. Supposing the standard deviation of the cool chain temper-
ature can be reduced from 1.0 to 0.5, the estimated mean shelf life would then
increase to 2.77 and average daily cost would reduce to $16.28 - a 3.5% cost reduc-
tion. In comparison, the results from our simulation experiments show a 4.0% cost
reduction between the two scenarios.
6 Conclusions
Our research addresses the voi for the use of a product's tth to explain shelf
life uncertainty and thereby improve inventory management. Key assumptions of
our model include random lifetime, periodic review, and lost sales. As in previous
studies (e.g., Taoukis et al., 1999), we nd that the tth can signicantly aect
product shelf life and thereby generate considerable uncertainty in the management
of perishables. Consequently, information that explains the tth as a product 
ows
through the supply chain can be quite valuable.
Using examples of fresh sh (e.g. salmon and cod), we nd that the voi is quite
sensitive to environmental and parametric settings, ranging upwards to 14.3% with
a mean of 4.0% in the rfid case and ranging upwards to 17.6% in the Visibility
28case, with a mean of 5.5%. The highest value is generated by decreasing spoilage
and simultaneously increasing product availability and thereby service levels. In-
tuitively, these cases correspond to operating environments with high outdating
and penalty costs. Interestingly, we nd that the voi decreases with respect to
increasing demand variability and therefore demand uncertainty. We note that in
Ferguson and Ketzenberg (2006) the voi increases with demand uncertainty for
xed lifetime perishables. As discussed in Ketzenberg et al. (2007), there are con-

icting results reported on the relationship between demand uncertainty and the
voi. Clearly, more research is needed to better understand the determinants of this
relationship.
We nd that the incremental value provided by supply chain visibility is gen-
erally quite small, averaging just 0.7%. Hence, it seems dicult to justify the
additional investment in information sharing technology that would enable infor-
mation sharing for many products. Of course, while our results are indicative of the
voi for some representative fresh sh supply chains, model sensitivity demonstrates
that the voi will be specic to a supply chain and the products that 
ow through it.
We also extended our analysis into the relationship between a supply chain's time
and temperature parameters to cost and developed a model for assessing potential
cost reduction due to improvements in lead time and temperature control. In this
way, it is also possible to compare the value of these type of investments to that of
rfid technology.
Naturally, there are several avenues for future research. The most promising, we
believe, is a eld study that demonstrates the voi through actual implementation
of rfid technology for tth monitoring. While there have been some pilot studies
for managing perishables with rfid (e.g., K arkk ainen, 2003), none involve tth
monitoring. Other areas for future research involve model extensions to include
batch ordering and assessing information accuracy. We also note that our research
is directed at the voi for a single location, not the entire supply chain. Nor do we
address other uses for tth monitoring such as dynamic allocation of product based
on shelf life so that soon to expire product is distributed locally while longer shelf
life products can be distributed to more distant locations.
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